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Doug Mills/The New York Times

Chairman Thomas H. Kean, 
standing with Vice Chairman 
Lee H. Hamilton, discussing the 
findings of the Sept. 11 report. 

WASHINGTON — Terrorism has never been 
a fair fight. Its targets are limitless, 
America's defenses limited. It may pit the 
weak against the strong, the few against 
the many, but it also pits surprise against 
habit, indiscriminate attack against rules, 
the instruments of war against unarmed 
civilians. It may be asymmetric warfare, in 
the jargon of the Pentagon, but it is a 
battle in which the terrorists in many ways 
have the upper hand.

To the list of holes in the armor of the 
strong, the Sept. 11 commission has now 
added another. The failure to foresee the 
attacks of Sept. 11, 2001, it wrote in its 
final report, was in large part a failure of 
imagination - a failure to conceive that "an 
organization like Al Qaeda headquartered 
on the other side of the world, in a region 
so poor that electricity or telephones were scarce, could nonetheless 
scheme to wield weapons of unprecedented destructive power on the 
largest cities of the United States.''

How now to ignite such imagination? In many ways, the commission's 
prescription - shaking up the bureaucracy - is as unsatisfying as its 
diagnosis is accurate. Matched against terrorism, can a bureaucracy ever 
gain the upper hand?

The recent record does not inspire hope. Remember, for a moment, 
Richard Reid, whose far-fetched scheme still inspires smiles of disbelief, 
but who three months after Sept. 11 very nearly blew a plane out of the 
sky by putting a match to a bomb in his shoe. Remember that Khalid 
Sheik Mohammed, the mastermind of Sept. 11, initially envisioned a 
second, even more audacious wave of attacks, including strikes on 
skyscrapers along the West Coast.

And then remember, as the commission pointed out in its 571-page 
report, that even Richard Clarke, the self-styled prophesier of doom in the 
Clinton and Bush administrations, fell far short when he dared 
Condoleezza Rice to imagine an attack that might kill "hundreds" of 
Americans, not thousands.
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In a conversation with reporters on Thursday, Dr. Rice, President Bush's 
national security adviser, continued to insist that the bureaucracy she 
presides over could not have been expected to imagine what she 
described as the unimaginable. "I do think that, for a country that had not 
been attacked in a major way on the mainland for 200 years, that a 
stealthy group of individuals, organized as they were, could pull off an 
attack of that great devastation was really a shock,'' she said.

Yet, after hundreds of pages pulsing with accounts of terrorist daring and 
bureaucratic inertia, under chapter headings like "We Have Some Planes'' 
and "The System Was Blinking Red,'' the commission titled its concluding 
recommendations this way: "How to Do It: A Different Way of Organizing 
the Government.'' 

"We know that the quality of the people is more important than the quality 
of the wiring diagrams,'' the report said, almost apologetically. "Some of 
the saddest aspects of the 9/11 story are the outstanding efforts of so 
many individual officials straining, often without success, against the 
boundaries of the possible.'' But then the commission unveiled a new 
wiring diagram of its own. "Good people can overcome bad structures,'' it 
says. "They should not have to.''

Could a better bureaucracy make a difference? That is the case the 
commission makes in arguing for the creation of a new director of national 
intelligence, with authority to perceive new problems and break down old 
barriers. But even this call might be considered imitative. The current 
national security bureaucracy, dating to 1947, was very much a reaction to 
lessons learned from Pearl Harbor, so why shouldn't the monumental 
failure of Sept. 11 demand an equivalent?

Of course, bureaucracies respond better to past events than to future 
responsibilities. (Don't even try to bring that box-cutter on your next cross-
country flight.) But with few exceptions, government bureaucracies do not 
have a reputation for attracting visionary leaders who can imagine, and 
forestall, the next big surprise. 

Bureaucracies are very good at spending money; the government has 
spent billions of new dollars on counterterrorism since Sept. 11. But given 
the infinite possibilities for a future attack, there is not enough money in 
the world to protect against possible strikes.

What bureaucracies do not do well is to move swiftly. The Sept. 11 
commission's recommendations come 34 months after the attack; its 
inquiry was delayed by months because of opposition from the White 
House. Against internal rivalries, bureaucracies find equilibrium in 
compromise. Despite the urgency with which the commission expressed its 
findings, the White House and Congress have responded, for the most 
part, by promising to study the issue carefully.

"It is unrealistic to think they would all be received, considered and passed 
into law this year,'' Representative Nancy Pelosi of California, the 
Democratic House leader, said of the recommendations. "But I would hope 
that the committees of jurisdiction would quickly review the findings and 
consider the recommendations." 
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Of course, some would warn that it is not always a good idea to urge 
imagination on a bureaucracy. Some of the worst excesses of recent 
decades - the Bay of Pigs comes to mind - may be traceable to too much 
imagination. More recently, critics of the administration have said the 
creation within the Pentagon under Donald H. Rumsfeld of a new 
intelligence-analysis cell had a distorting effect on prewar intelligence on 
Iraq.

There are indeed many wise people, including Brent Scowcroft, the former 
national security adviser, who have long argued privately that a 
bureaucratic overhaul could make some difference. The current structure, 
they say, demands too much of the director of central intelligence, whose 
day-to-day responsibility for running the C.I.A. makes him a less than 
neutral overseer of the broader range of 15 intelligence agencies.

But by definition, imagination requires new ways of thinking. Here too, the 
commission had some suggestions, less noticed than the structural 
changes it recommended, but perhaps ultimately more important.

How best to win the war on terrorism? A starting point, the commission 
said, is to remember that wars are not best fought by direct means alone, 
but require diplomacy and other means to address the threat. As an 
example of imagination, it admiringly quoted from a memorandum written 
last fall by Mr. Rumsfeld:

"Does the U.S. need to fashion a broad, integrated plan to stop the next 
generation of terrorists? The U.S. is putting relatively little effort into a 
long-range plan, but we are putting a great deal of effort into trying to 
stop terrorists. The cost-benefit ratio is against us!''
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